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B
ig O began in the late 1960s as a kind 
of offshoot of Oz magazine – that stan-
dard bearer of psychedelia in London 
and subject of an infamous prosecution 
for obscenity in 1971 which, in its way, 
was as much a legal landmark for free 
speech as the Lady Chatterley trial had 
been a decade earlier. Peter Ledeboer, 
Big O’s founder and driving force was 

also business manager for Oz. He was inspired to go 
into posters when he discovered that a poster he’d 
helped produce for an upcoming concert in support of 
legalising cannabis had – instead of being fly-posted 
around London as intended – been sold off as a col-
lectors’ item before the concert even took place. This 
alerted him to the potential of posters as works of art 
in their own right,  not just as a means of advertising; 
a trend that had already begun in the United States.

Ledeboer started Big O Posters in partnership, ini-
tially with the famous rock concert promoter Harvey 
Goldsmith. However, Goldsmith was soon replaced by 
Ron Ford who remained business partner to the end, 
leaving Ledeboer to handle the more creative side of 
the venture, such as choosing which artists to publish. 

At first, the new company sold imported American 
posters alongside home-grown ones such as Legalize 
Cannabis and others by Australian artist Martin Sharp, 
who in the early days of London Oz was its main il-
lustrator and art director. Soon there was no need to 
import posters – in fact, Big O’s posters began to travel 
the other way across the Atlantic as well as into main-
land Europe. 

Sharp’s designs, the most memorable of which now 
are probably his psychedelic Bob Dylan, exploding Jimi 
Hendrix and Sunshine Superman design featuring 
Donovan, led the way. However, other psychedelic art-
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ists soon joined the Big O fold, including Heinz Edelmann – 
who was mainly responsible for the look of the Beatles’ Yellow 
Submarine film – and John Hurford, whose name may be less 
well known today, but whose pictures rivalled Sharp’s in ubiq-
uity at the time. Hurford had the distinction of being the only 
artist to do front covers for all three of the main underground 
journals in London at the time: Oz, International Times and 
Gandalf ’s Garden.

If you were a young hippy at the time you would have seen 
these posters everywhere – on friends’ bedroom walls and in 
record and clothing stores. They became a kind of wallpaper 
for the youth revolution that was taking place. Big O wasn’t 
the only poster company to spring up then. A host of oth-
ers also sensed the prevailing youthful appetite for wild and 
colourful new art as well as for revivals of past artists who 
chimed with the mood – Aubrey Beardsley, Kay Nielsen, 
Alphonse Mucha, the Pre-Raphaelites, Surrealists, Gustave 
Moreau and so on – but Big O rapidly established itself as one 
of the leaders of the pack.

Even those who weren’t around at the time will probably 
have seen its posters in the background of 1960s and 1970s 
films or in documentaries about the period. Or you may pos-
sibly have seen the originals in exhibitions at the Victoria & 
Albert Museum about the 1960s and 70s. The V&A has a 

sizeable collection of Big O posters which it dusts off for oc-
casional exhibitions about psychedelia.

However, psychedelia was only the first phase of Big O’s 
work and as an artistic movement it lasted a surprisingly short 
time considering its impact – just a few years at the end of 
the 1960s. When the psychedelic style lost its momentum Big 
O’s future seemed uncertain until one day in the early 1970s, 
while driving down the King’s Road in London, Ledeboer 
spotted a record cover in a window that riveted his attention. 
The image was Roger Dean’s artwork for the Afro-Caribbean 
band Osibisa and showed a flying elephant coming in to land 
in a lurid African landscape. 

Ledeboer’s instinct proved sound and that Osibisa cover, 
printed as a poster, kick-started the second chapter in Big O’s 
story. It went on to sell even more copies than the album itself 
and Dean became one of the company’s best-selling artists 
throughout the 1970s. Particularly popular were his covers 
for the progressive rock band Yes, with whose music his pic-
tures became almost synonymous. Big O also helped Dean to 
launch his million-selling book Views by pre-ordering 80,000 
copies – a tentative first step into selling and publishing books 
as well as posters, which soon proved just as successful as the 
poster business.

Another artist working in a similar vein who also became 
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one of Big O’s biggest sellers in the 1970s was Rodney Mat-
thews. He became especially well known for his illustrations 
for Michael Moorcock’s fantasy books. Book and record cov-
ers provided essential work for many of the artists who gravi-
tated towards Big O; music album covers in particular, with 
the generous canvas they offered and the usually loose brief 
given to the illustrator, allowed them to be as artistically cre-
ative as the music they packaged. 

Dean and Matthews were probably Big O’s bestselling art-
ists in the mid-1970s, but the company published work by 
dozens more artists (probably over 100 in all) with a vast array 
of styles. They were chosen, basically, on the whims of Lede-
boer and his team who published any art that excited them 
one way or another. There was never any grand strategy or 
purpose beyond that – success was always a matter of instinct 
about what people might want to buy. 

What the artists themselves all had in common was that 
each in his or her own way was trying to capture, express and 
contribute to the heady cultural ferment that had begun in the 
1960s and for most carried on one way or another throughout 
the 1970s and beyond.

Art posters, like record covers, offered a wonderfully demo-
cratic medium for this and it was no accident that many of the 
most successful posters were both. For a brief golden age fan-
tasy artists could make their own rules and the only arbiters 
were publishers such as Big O and their audience. This was 
wonderfully liberating at a time when most art schools and 
mainstream galleries were turning away from representative 
to conceptual art.

A good example of this – and one of my own favourites 
– is Mati Klarwein’s “Annunciation”. This first achieved wide-

spread fame as the cover of Santana’s 1970 album Abraxas, 
although it had in fact been painted 10 years earlier. Santana 
gave it a worldwide audience and as a Big O poster it reached 
a wider audience still, gracing many a suburban and bedsit 
wall and brightening the lives of many who would probably 
never have come across it otherwise. Salvador Dali was a great 
admirer of Klarwein’s paintings, but the art world in general 
was pretty indifferent and continued following a very different 
course. Art posters bypassed that whole filtering system and 
reached their audience directly.

Not all Big O’s publications were as sunny and optimistic 
as Klarwein’s paintings though. In the late 1970s the company 
gained an enormous boost by licensing the English edition 
of HR Giger’s book The Necronomicon, which is like a waking 
nightmare of queasily erotic yet compelling “bio-mechanoid” 
fantasies. Giger, of course, achieved worldwide fame with 
his equally nightmarish designs for Ridley Scott’s 1979 film  
Alien, for which he won a design Oscar. In many ways his art 
captures the mood of post-punk and post-recession grimness 
that prevailed then, as opposed to the bright, colourful, opti-
mistic chaos in which Big O began.

The book I’ve helped produce, The Art of Big O, aims to cap-
ture the spirit of those days from the viewpoint of the com-
pany. It’s not just a catalogue of posters published by them, 
although there are many of those. We’ve also looked into the 
atmosphere in which Big O was operating and told the stories 
of both the company and some of its principal artists. Big O  
mirrored its times – from its hippy-dippy beginnings through 
the dreamy fantasies conjured by Prog Rock, the turmoil of 
punk and the panic this caused among ageing hippies who 
now found themselves being upstaged by a fresh generation. 
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The end came in 1980 when harsh reality finally 
caught up with Big O. The final blow came from the 
embezzlement of company funds in its American 
arm, but Ledeboer would be the first to admit that 
its business methods had always been a bit slapdash, 
to say the least. The company was probably lucky 
to have thrived for as long as it did. It’s possible 
that something could have been salvaged from the 
wreckage, or a new owner found, but as Ledeboer 
himself says in the book, he didn’t want to see any-
one else playing with his toy. It was enough to have 
had 13 great years doing so himself.

We’ve also looked at what many Big O artists 
went on to create afterwards and the ways they 
found to continue chasing their visions. The art of 
Big O did not die with the company, but spread out 
into other channels. Wherever possible we’ve asked 
the subjects to tell their own stories, but where that 

was not possible we’ve worked from interviews. Some of the 
artists are no longer with us – Martin Sharp, for example, died 
soon after agreeing to take part in the book and Giger a few 
months before it was completed. Others like Klarwein and his 
protégé Robert Venosa died some years earlier.

This is one reason why it feels like a good time to encapsu-
late Big O’s work in a book – to try to record the spirit of an 
age before it evaporates completely. The driving force behind 
the attempt is Michael Fishel who has spent the past 20 years 
toying with the idea and building connections. I got involved 
much more recently and, as he is based in Texas, helped co-
ordinate the UK side of things. Both of us had posters pub-
lished by Big O in the 1970s and were sad when the company 
collapsed (which partly explains our motivation of course), 
but the book is not intended purely as a nostalgia fest for the 
generation who saw it all the first time round. We hope that 
younger people will find the art as inspiring as it was at the 
time. Everything goes in cycles so, just as Aubrey Beardsley 

and others found new popularity in the 1960s and helped to 
inspire a whole wave of fresh art, maybe this collection of Big 
O art can do a similar thing in the future.

The book has been crowd-funded, which saved us from hav-
ing to find a willing publisher. But it caused other problems, 
of course, most of which fell on Fishel’s shoulders – design, 
printing, distribution and so on. On the plus side it meant that 
we could let the book develop organically and has opened the 
way to producing more books in a similar way (several pos-
sibilities are currently in the air). 

——• 1 •——
Nigel Suckling is co-author of The Art of Big O, which was published 
in autumn 2014 and is available from from Amazon, eBay and various 
other online sellers. Or you can order hardback copies directly from the 
publishers post free for $60 in the US or £39 in the UK ($50 and £32.50 
for the softback). Email your direct orders to michael@michaelfishel.com. 
See page 4 for a reader offer.
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